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Who is this document for?
This document is for people interested in increasing the value
and integrity of the data and information their organisation
curates and manages. It introduces the ISEAL Core Metadata Set.
The ISEAL Core Metadata Set was developed through the
Information and Data Standard for Sustainability project, led by
the Forest Stewardship Council in partnership with ISEAL.
More information on the ISEAL Core Metadata Set can be found
here.
To review and download the ISEAL Core Metadata Set please
visit: https://iseal-community.github.io/iseal-core/

You don’t even notice anymore!
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Using standardised
datapoints has become
an integral part of how we
navigate, search for, and
select information.
We don’t even notice it
anymore.
Yet standardised datapoints
for sustainability still aren’t
a reality in a culture where
the sustainability transition
is front and centre.
We need to change
that fact.

Standardised data is so ubiquitous,
we don’t even notice!
In our everyday lives, we all use standardised data multiple
times a day.
Searches on apps and platforms like Google use standardised data
to tell us where the nearest restaurant is located, when it opens and
closes, how many stars it has been rated, and so on. Transport apps
enable us to identify the quickest route across the world, using various
transport and service providers. With a single search, we can now
choose the route most convenient to us and purchase tickets – all in
one go.
All of this is possible because the service providers made their data
and information easy to find, comprehend and compare.
As consumers, we are no longer in awe of this being possible. We
have become so used to central datapoints being standardised and
repurposed across multiple uses that we don’t even notice. It has
become an integral part of the way we navigate the world.
The sustainability community has the potential to reach the same
stage of data integration and interoperability — and there are lots of
good reasons to do so!
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Why do we need a
common digital language?
Digital resources — from media assets like images and videos to
content heavy resources like reports, and datasets — are the currency
for both human and machine-readable interaction and exchange in
today’s world. They can convey crucial information about a product,
an organisation, or even a sustainability system, including its potential
impact.
Assurance data and reports from third party certification schemes
are good examples of such digital resources. Assessment reports
can inform clients, investors, media, NGOs, and the company and
sustainability system themselves about how the certified entity
performs and where there is room for improvement. In theory, the
data from assurance processes could automatically inform a wide
variety of audiences through interactive dashboards or similar tools,
such as through analytics of overall performance of the sustainability
system, impact analytics, and reach of certification within a region or
country.
However, all too often this type of critical information is not utilised to
its full extent because these resources and related analytics are not
digitised or described using a common language that is understandable
across the digital (and human) ecosystem of sustainability systems.
As a result, the benefits from these valuable resources are not fully
realised because the resources cannot be found or used by other
actors.
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While responsible data and information flow is vital to the future of
sustainability systems, today’s reality is that most of the data and
information held by sustainability systems is inaccessible, siloed,
and not effectively informing decisions by key stakeholders. To date,
sustainability systems have emerged from distinct and isolated design
and development processes. As a result, related data concepts, logical
models, and applications are unique instead of common within and
across sustainability systems.
All certification schemes and sustainability initiatives are based on
similar data concepts: certificate holders, certified sites, location
coordinates, dates for audits, indicators for compliance, publications,
normative frameworks, etc. Many of these data concepts are common
across organisations. But the definitions and allowable values for
describing them are not. This results in a loss of consistency for the
same business concept and corresponding data representation within
and across organisations.
However, when data and information are standardised, they can
inform multiple purposes (e.g., using monitoring and evaluation data
to inform compliance assessment, or combining multiple organisations’
compliance results to achieve a more comprehensive understanding
of risk for a specific region), making them more valuable. This
standardisation also enables compilation of data on scaled impact
across sustainability systems or normative frameworks.
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The collective goal of the ISEAL Core Metadata Set is to increase the
strategic ability of the ISEAL Community to tap into their data and
information, exploit it, harvest synergies, and turn it into relevant and
meaningful business insights. The ISEAL Core Metadata Set provides
a common code for search and discovery and supports better data
management and data privacy. This, in turn, improves the motivation
and opportunities to share data and enables new levels of credibility
and trust in verification and associated sustainability claims.
The ISEAL Community can benefit from a common approach
to describing digital resources enabling improved quality, trust,
interoperability, and reuse throughout and across different
organisations. This maximises the value of the information and data
captured and managed by sustainability systems.
Establishing a foundation for digital collaboration within and between
organisations through the application of common data standards
will transform sustainability systems and inherently position them
as credible data and information providers to stakeholders who are
making decisions that drive sustainability results.

The first step in (re)using data
is to find them. Metadata
and data should be easy
to find for both humans
and computers. Machinereadable metadata are
essential for automatic
discovery of datasets and
services.
Findable

Interoperable

FAIR
Reusable
Accessible

Applying FAIR principles
For data and information assets of sustainability systems to become
valuable, they need to be findable, accessible, interoperable, and
reusable (FAIR). These FAIR principles act as a guideline for high quality
data stewardship. They are fundamental to allowing sustainability
systems to align, combine, and share data and information.

The data usually need to be
integrated with other data.
In addition, the data need to
interoperate with applications
or workflows for analysis,
storage, and processing.

Once the user finds the
required data, they need
to know how it can be
accessed, possibly including
authentication and
authorisation.

The goal of FAIR is to
optimise the reuse of data.
To achieve this, metadata
and data should be welldescribed so that it can be
replicated and/or combined
in different settings.

Source : GO FAIR, FAIR Principles, https://www.go-fair.org/fair-principles/
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15-10-15 • 15-10-2015 • 15/10/2015 • 15. October 20
15-10-15 • 15-10-2015 • 15/10/2015 • 15. october 201
15-10-15 • 15-10-2015 • 15/10/2015 • 15. october 201
15-10-15 • 15-10-2015 • 15/10/2015 • 15. october 201
What are data and metadata standards?

3/10/15
Which date is this?
October 3rd, 2015
October 3rd, 1915
March 10th, 2015
March 10th, 1915
We won’t be able to tell unless we know the data type
used, so that we can tell the order of the different date
fields.
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Data standards are the rules used to standardise the way data are
described, represented, structured, and recorded. They are applied to
make it easier to work with data and information. Data standards also
make it easier to share, exchange, combine, and understand that data.
When resources are compared or combined, even small discrepancies
can have significant impact. For example, the date “3/10/15” could
refer to 3 October or 10 March in either 1915 or 2015.
Metadata is a specific type of data. It is data about an object or digital
resource that describes characteristics of that resource such as the
date it was created, quality, format, geography, and access rights.
Metadata can take different forms (e.g., from free text to standardised
machine readable, extensible content). It is the same as any other form
of data in terms of how it is created, managed, and stored.
Applying metadata standards enhances discoverability, interoperability
and re-use of an organisation’s information, data, and knowledge
assets. They are important for cataloguing resources and tracking their
lineage, characteristics, and licensing for future availability and use.
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Benefits from metadata standards

versus unofficial version of the resource); authoritativeness
(who is responsible for ensuring the integrity and upkeep
of the resource); definition (how exactly the information is
defined); temporality (when the resources was first
made available and versioning history); and purpose (why
the resource was created) all contribute to good data and
information governance.

When successfully developed and implemented, metadata standards
bring a series of benefits to the ecosystem of stakeholders that use
them.
Typical benefits include:

1
2

Discovery and findability.
Metadata provides important context (the who, what,
when, where why, and how) for a specific digital resource.
This helps a potential user identify, interpret, and interact
with the content meaningfully and responsibly by
allowing them to find the resource, know who created
and contributed to it, phases of the content life cycle,
where the resource physically exists, and any potential use
restrictions associated with the resource.

Security and governance.
Metadata often includes classification of security settings,
access and editing rights, and other categorisation to help
control distribution and use of the described resource. It
improves governance by telling the “story” of the digital
resource and its relevance to the organisation.
Data elements such as provenance (where the information
comes from); dominance (what constitutes an official
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Analytics and insights.
Standardised metadata simplifies the view of data
through meaning, reducing redundancy, and identifying
relationships. Through use of common definitions,
controlled vocabularies, and other features of metadata,
a shared meaning is established for described resources.
This, in turn, helps with interpreting and using a resource
appropriately.
Because data and information are classified relative to use
restriction, resources can more easily be used in a variety
of internal and external analytic processes. Improving
the quality, amount, and types of insights that can be
generated. The information generated by analysts is likely
to be more timely, accurate, and meaningful, resulting in
better information for planning and decision making.
.
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Scalability and re-usability.
With metadata describing digital resources
comprehensively managers begin to enjoy the capability of
engaging with their data and information systems without
being overly reliant on their IT staff. When common
metadata is used to describe resources, it helps an
organisation establish a single source of truth. This reduces
redundancy among data storage systems, improving
reliability.
Different departments can use the resource with
confidence that its meaning and other characteristics will
match what other departments are using. Similarly, when
other organisations use the same metadata elements, it
improves comprehension, interoperability, and options to
combine and share data and information.

Using established and emerging metadata standards, the ISEAL
Community can build consensus for a common language that can
increase sustainability data and information exchange worldwide. This
can attract new partnerships with researchers, supply chain actors,
policy makers, and broader communities. These benefits can also
translate into participating sustainability systems saving money and
increasing efficiency.
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If the ISEAL community
started using established and
emerging metadata standards
systematically, it would
create a common language
for sustainability data and
help set the bar for how we
communicate and verify
claims on sustainability and
impact.
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ISEAL Core Metadata Set
is a first step towards one
global common language for
sustainability data.
It is open and available
for everyone to use - from
sustainability systems to
businesses and researchers.
The dream is, that with time
sustainability data will flow
seamlessly with goods as they
travel the world.
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ISEAL Core Metadata Set –
the first step towards a standardised
sustainability data framework
The ISEAL Core Metadata Set provides a set of structured terms
and vocabularies that can be used as metadata to describe, share,
or reuse different digital resources across the ISEAL Community
and by a broader set of stakeholders. The resources described
using the ISEAL Core Metadata Set can include datasets, published
research, certificates, videos, images, maps, and other organisational
documentation.
The ISEAL Core Metadata Set may be used for multiple purposes, from
simple resource description to providing interoperability for metadata
vocabularies among sustainability sector stakeholders in linked data
repositories and semantic web1 applications.
One of the primary goals of the ISEAL Core Metadata Set is to help the
ISEAL Community create and adopt consistent metadata and use it to
1

The Semantic Web is a vision for extending the existing World Wide Web. It
provides software programs with machine-interpretable metadata for published
information and data. In other words, the addition of data descriptors to
otherwise existing content and data on the Web. As a result, computers can make
meaningful interpretations like the way humans process information to achieve
their goals. When such machine-readable descriptions are present, they can be
linked to build a more robust web of data where computers can find, read, and
even reason about a unit of content.
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assist in the discovery and reuse of their digital assets. Use of the ISEAL
Core Metadata Set can be compared to effective cataloguing, which
includes identifying resources, defining them by criteria, bringing
similar resources together and distinguishing among those that are
dissimilar.
It is anticipated that ISEAL Community Members will adopt the various
modules described in the ISEAL Core Metadata Set as a starting
point for defining and exposing attributes of their digital resources.
If the ISEAL Community uses the metadata set widely, it will become
the ‘bridge language’ that enables Community Members’ data and
knowledge to be widely understood and shared both within and
outside the ISEAL Community.

The data elements comprising the metadata set are drawn from
several sources2 and grouped into three primary clusters associated
with ISEAL Community Members’ workflows and business concepts.
These include:

1

Global
Metadata elements likely to apply to any type of digital asset,
including datasets, normative documents, research reports,
images, videos, websites, and more.

Ideally, with adoption, the ISEAL Core Metadata Set will evolve to meet
additional data and information exchange objectives.

2

Certification
Metadata elements associated with different aspects of
sustainability systems’ verification and assurance processes.

What does ISEAL Core Metadata Set consist of?

3

Impact
Metadata elements associated with efforts to measure results
and outcomes of certification and other similar approaches to
sustainability.

The current ISEAL Core Metadata Set comprises a set of 155 data
elements. Much of the metadata set is derived directly from existing
international metadata standards. Some new fields and controlled
vocabularies are described to meet the context-specific needs of the
ISEAL Community and broader sustainability movement.
Each data element has values, rules and sometimes a controlled set
of terms, and is grouped into modules linked to the different work
streams and resource types found across ISEAL and its members.
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The same approach and principles used to develop the ISEAL Core
Metadata Set can be followed to identify organisation-specific modules
or elements.

Each of these three clusters are further organised into secondary
modules.

2 For example the Dublin Core Metadata Initiative and the International
Organisation for Standardization and ISEAL Members.
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For the global cluster the associated modules include metadata
elements that describe:
• Coverage
• Form
• Provenance
• Scope
• Status
For the certification cluster, the associated modules relate to the
different aspects of the certification process and include specific
metadata elements that describe the:
• Assurance provider
• Certificate
• Certified organisation or certificate holder
• Certified site or resource
The impact cluster specifically describes aspects of the evaluation
approach and associated results of certification that are expressed in
the resources. This cluster consists of one module:
• Evaluation

What makes up
a data element in the ISEAL
Core Metadata Set?
Each of the 155 data elements consist of
components, as follows:
• Label: a short description of the element.
• Module: the associated module category, as listed
above.
• Definition: a short explanation of the element values
and usage.
• Suggested element: a recommended unique name
for the data element and associated link for the
Uniform Resource Identifier (URI). 1
• Policy: general guidance on how to implement the
data element specifically indicating if there is an
associated controlled vocabulary.
Where required, two additional components are included:
• Comment: an example or other information to guide
use of the data element.
• Vocabulary: if there is a recommended controlled
vocabulary associated with the data element, the
control list is provided.
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1 URI is a unique sequence of characters that identifies a logical or
physical resource used by web technologies.
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ISEAL Core Metadata Set
in practice
ISEAL Core Metadata Set is designed
to bring benefits to anyone who
uses sustainability data.

Implementation of the ISEAL Core Metadata Set will bring benefits to
the community on three levels:
Potential benefits:

1

Consumers will know more about
the impact of a product.
Producers can save time and effort
using the same datasets to report to
multiple sustainability systems.
Sustainability systems and
businesses would better understand
the impact of their actions around
the world.
And it will support civil society,
investors, and governments in
deciding where to focus for greatest
positive impact.
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Potential benefits:
• Sharing of
knowledge and
learnings.
• Enable joint
action.
• Enable
standardization
across
sustainability
systems.

Individual
ISEAL member
organisation

• Re-use of data
internally.
• Improved data
quality.
• Single source of
truth.

2

Within the ISEAL
Community

Potential benefits:

3

Across the wider
sustainability
constituency

• Collective insight
and impact data.
• Easier data
repurposing for
certificate holders.
• Enable data
driven decisions
with consumers,
investors, civil
society, etc.
12
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Within an ISEAL Community
Members’ organisation

For an individual ISEAL Community Member, implementation of the
ISEAL Core Metadata Set can reinforce organisational efficiency by
allowing information and data assets to flow across different parts of
the organisation.
For Community Members that themselves comprise networks and
sub-members, the ISEAL Core Metadata Set can reinforce intraorganisational data sharing and interoperability.
Specific benefits include amongst others:
• Systematisation of data elements between different internal
data systems and thereby reducing risk of disruption in data
flow between data systems.
• Reuse of data elements across different data systems, e.g.,
core certificate information being shared across platforms and
databases.
• Improvement of data quality e.g., the use of controlled
vocabulary and classification to minimise error and improve
efficiency.
• Improve transparency of the organisation by making already
public data assets more accessible via contextualising them with
metadata before making them public.

Case example
13

Unleashing the power of knowledge in FSC
During 2021 and 2022 FSC has begun implementing the ISEAL
Core Metadata Set with the aim to increase transparency and
meaningful access to its data assets as well as vastly improve
internal data quality and data management systems.
In 2018 FSC began a journey of digital transformation. The goal was to
overhaul all data systems and digital platforms internally, improve the
digital service offering to certificate holders and other stakeholders,
enable true impact reporting based on outcome-oriented data points
and to enable the organisation to become data driven in all processes
from standard development and auditing to decision making and
communication.
The digitalization effort began with mapping the internal information
systems and their interconnections. It became clear that the
organisation had a series of independent, yet interdependent, systems
for certificate data, standards, standards development processes, and
monitoring and evaluations efforts.
Jointly these systems can inform internal and external stakeholders
about:
• The coverage of FSC certification.
• Which FSC requirements within a given FSC normative
document are relevant to a given certification, e.g., which
requirements apply for a small family-owned forest in Finland
and which apply for a global production company with facilities
across the world.
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• The status of an FSC normative standard for FSC-certification
and the time frame for the next revision process.

that were previously unavailable without labour intensive request
processes.

• The impact results of the FSC standard as assessed by external
researchers.

Using the modules outlined in the ISEAL Core Metadata Set and
extending them with FSC specific data elements where needed, FSC is
currently building and populating a repository with collections on:

These systems enable FSC and their standard setting working groups
to continuously update FSC requirements based on their performance
results, ensuring highest possible impact of a given set of FSC
requirements. Ideally, potential certificate holders can learn about the
social, environmental, and economic impacts that FSC certification
provides. These same systems can enable researchers, decision
makers, consumers, media, and the general public to know about the
coverage and impact of FSC both in terms of global impact and impact
on an individual forest or company level.
However, the various databases were not interconnected and the
information that they contained was not contextualized with relevant
metadata to enable search engines and users to access or understand
what they contained.

• Publicized research reports on the impact of FSC as well as
other scientific research relevant for informing standard setting
processes.
• Geospatial data such as shape file uploads of certified forest
areas.
• Communication assets such as podcast episodes.
These collections function as the institutional memory of FSC going
forward. But they also enable FSC to become much more effective
in the way that the organisation manages, publishes, and makes the
information it shares meaningful internally and externally.

Implementing standardised metadata to regain control

Making data useful and reusable

Through implementing the ISEAL Core Metadata Set, FSC is addressing
these challenges.

In FSC the implementation of an open knowledge repository and
systematic use of metadata is paving the way for organisational
transparency.

FSC established an open knowledge platform (open.fsc.org). This
platform is now being used as the single source of truth for FSC
relevant information. It provides a variety of internal and external
stakeholders’ direct access to structured and contextualized resources
14

• The normative framework including advise notes, exemptions
and past and present versions of a given standard.
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The illustration below shows how the open knowledge repository
and use of metadata supports FSC in the management of its
normative framework.

The use of open.fsc.org to manage the normative
framework of FSC.

Open.fsc.org
The online repository holds the
data - from files to attached
metadata and versions.

All global websites
and search engines
are automatically
updated with the
newest version when
a standard is updated,
incl. all associated
metadata.

An app helps
potential
certificate holders
identify which of
the normative
requirements is
relevant for them.
(Future feature)

Standard
developers
are provided with the
entire version history
of a given standard and
can search contextually
for impact evaluations
for a given criterion
and see interlinkages
with other standards.

For FSC the implementation of the ISEAL Core Metadata Set has only
just commenced and over the next years it will be expanded to cover
almost all the organisation’s key information systems.
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Case example
Multi-system compliance dashboard.

2

Strengthening collaboration
and learning among ISEAL Community Members

Across ISEAL members, the ISEAL Core Metadata Set can help facilitate
interactions, sharing, collaboration, joint action, and learning.

By applying a subset of the standard data elements from
the ISEAL Core Metadata Set, four ISEAL members compiled
their assurance data to present a common representation of
members’ compliance results for a variety of sustainability
issues. Using certificate, location, and compliance data that are
typically collected through assurance protocols, ISEAL members
prototyped a multi-system compliance dashboard.

This is possible because the information and data assets of individual
members can be exchanged and combined to deepen insights that
reinforce collective action as well as individual benefits.

Need screenshot in full
resolution

The dashboard visualises compliance results in a map that is sortable
by commodity, sustainability system, standardised compliance criteria
and status. It also incorporates summary data layers that aggregate
results at the jurisdictional scale, and ‘heat maps’ highlighting levels of
compliance for specific sustainability issues such as forced labour risk
and water stress.
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Moreover, a framework for aligning the four system’s unique
compliance criteria into a common set of 24 ISEAL criteria was
developed. The framework includes a proposed methodology for
deciding how to represent each criterion relative to a particular
Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) and associated sub-issues.

SDGs (17)
General
Sustainability
Issues
(50)

Compile
compliance
results for
263
certiﬁcates

Iseal criteria
(24)

Use
standardized
metric

• Identifying cross-system or cross-commodity interactions, tradeoffs, or synergies.
• Generating time-series and predictive analytics.
• Evaluating audit integrity.
• When compiling data for more than one sustainability system;
• Gauging the geographic coverage of performance for a
specific thematic issue.
• Detecting prevalence of risks to identify collaborative
strategies and targeted technical assistance.

Example of criteria standardisation for 8.6
Corresponding criteria
from schemes

Use cases for this approach include:
• Identifying geographic and thematic areas of opportunity and
risk.

Standardisation of compliance criteria

Criteria (104)
from each
participating
standard

This exercise highlighted how application of a common approach for
curating and organising data can enrich a variety of business decisions
for sustainability systems.

Sub issue: Child labour

ASC criterion 4.1: *
Child labor and young workers.

General Sustainably

Bonsucro criterion 2.1.1:
Minimum age of workers (non-hazardous/hazardous).

Child rights and
wellbeing

Child labour

The stakeholders most likely to benefit from access to a multi-system
compliance dashboard are the sustainability systems themselves, their
associated certification bodies, and specific supply chain stakeholders.
The academic research community was also identified as a potential
beneficiary if permitted access.

RA criterion 4.7:
The worst forms of child labor are
prohibited, including: …
RSPO criterion 6.4: Children are
not employed or exploited.
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Iseal standardization criterion
8.6 Child labour
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In the wider
sustainability sector
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Sustainability
systems

• Enabling comparative or aggregated impact research.

ISEAL
members

• Ability for the ISEAL Community to show collective insights,
evidence and learning around the SDGs and other important
sustainability issues.

Certified
companies

Potential use cases include:

Easier to
report
collective
impact
Easier to
communicate
impact in
context of
own business

Sustainability
movement

If used widely between ISEAL Community Members, the ISEAL Core
Metadata Set allows dispersed assets and evidence to be aggregated and
compiled for ease of access by other institutions. In other words, the
knowledge of ISEAL members can be communicated ‘as one’ with greater
impact.

Easier
to verify
compliance
and impact

Easier to
identify
evidence gaps

Consumers

Depending on how the ISEAL Core Metadata Set is deployed, many
different actors can benefit from adoption of the metadata set across
ISEAL Community Members, particularly if adoption includes using public
repositories where the data and information can be found and exploited.

Impact

Easier to find
key resources
and proof of
impact

Investors

3

Easier to find
evidence of
return on
investment

Knowledge

Collaboration

Trust

Easier
management
of institutional
knowledge
base

Can create
collective
products and
insights

Reinforces
credibility and
trust

Easier to
manage
and share
knowledge
across

Enables
collaboration
and synergies

Strengthens
transparency
across

Easier to find
key resources
and comply

Easier to work
with and
use multiple
sustainability
systems

Easier to know
what works
and what
doesn’t

Easier to reuse alliance
data and
knowledge

What is in it for me?

Who would benefit from the
implementation of
ISEAL Core Metadata Set
and how?
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Case example
Joining forces to communicate global impact
With the sustainability movement gaining ever more attention
and hype, the indisputable proof of impact on the ground is
more important than ever. Evidensia1 is a platform launched to
summarize impact results based on independent research.
In 2019 ISEAL, World Wildlife Fund and Rainforest Alliance jointly
initiated Evidensia - a global knowledge and learning platform. The
aim was to gather and disseminate credible evidence and to better
understand the impacts of market-based sustainability systems like
certification schemes.
1 https://www.evidensia.eco/

The platform is an online research library and repository which
enables users to access different resources like research reports,
webinars, and podcasts.

Bridging the gap between research and practice
Evidensia helps to bridge the gap between research and practice,
through facilitating learning dialogues. The events enable researchers
to present their work and policy developers to discuss the findings and
their implications for future practice.

Metadata is the key to making evidence useful
External research is a common tool for demonstrating the impact of
sustainability systems. Cataloguing these resources using standard
metadata elements allows for the compilation and comparison of
results across sustainability themes, geographies, ISEAL Members and
time. This is a core value proposition of Evidensia.
Behind the Evidensia platform sits an evidence typology - a specified
metadata set that describes each resource. These metadata are
requisite for users being able to find the evidence and put it to use,
and most are included in the ISEAL Core Metadata Set as part of the
Impact or Global cluster data elements.
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Getting research on FSC into Evidensia
FSC has been and continues to monitor external research. From 2019
onwards a large effort was made to improve access to these resources.
With a collection of +600 research papers that are now catalogued
using consistent metadata, FSC’s ability to utilize this important
collection is substantially improved.
Benefits from curating these resources through metadata application
is multifaceted:
• Ensure easy access to evidence of the impact of FSC to
stakeholders of all kinds.
• Ensure that policy makers and standard development groups
have access to relevant impact evaluations when creating or
updating certification requirements.
• Ensure that staff, management, and the board of directors in
FSC have the best possible insight into relevant research to
foster data driven decision making.

Using ISEAL Core Metadata Set to crosswalk
While FSC may have access to these resources, a large proportion of
them were not available through Evidensia. Because Evidensia and FSC
had both identified distinct metadata for curating research reports,
resources couldn’t easily be shared between the two platforms.
To rectify this, FSC staff worked with the Evidensia team to apply
the metadata elements from the ISEAL Core Metadata Set that are
used by Evidensia. Since both collections of research papers were
systematically tagged, cross walking them was a relatively straight
forward exercise.
20

Each FSC metadata element was matched with an equivalent in
Evidensia’s set. Where needed controlled vocabularies were collapsed
or expanded. As an example, FSC had far more granularity when
describing forest ecosystems. The resulting crosswalk affords a map for
future interoperability between the two platform repositories.
To test the options for ongoing interoperability, an application
programming interface (API) was tested.
An API transfer would support automatic and real-time harvest
options between the two repositories. The trial included successful
transfer of roughly 250 resources from FSC’s research repository into
Evidensia.

FSC
metadata fields

Evidensia
metadata field

Forest cover

Reduced impact logging

Forest
ecosystems

Conservation areas

Endangered species
Example of metadata comparison and condensation between
FSC’s research portal and Evidensia
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The exchange of data between the two systems isn’t yet automated
via an API at the time of writing this report. However, the crosswalk
provides the requisite translation for doing so. It identified the
discrepancies in metadata structure that can be harmonized to realize
seamless automated sharing in the future. The next steps will be to
determine, whether and how to adjust specific metadata elements
in either FSC’s or the ISEAL Core Metadata Set to account for the
identified discrepancies. While less elegant and efficient, the crosswalk
can alternatively serve as a tool to inform an FSC specific API for
information exchange.

What are sustainability systems to gain
from sharing with Evidensia?
For sustainability systems who catalogue and save research and
other impact evaluation assets in an open repository, adjusting
their typologies to match the metadata elements in the ISEAL Core
Metadata Set that align with Evidensia has multiple advantages:
• The research information on their sustainability system or
certification scheme gets increased visibility on the Evidensia
platform. The platform attracts a large variety of users and
serves as an independent source of information for many
decision makers.
• The sustainability system would be able to use the advanced
functionality on Evidensia when interacting with research on
their own system.

Evidensia is designed to
reduce the time between
obtaining a really powerful
insight and sharing that insight
with practitioners and policy
makers.
The faster, the smoother,
the better we get at sharing
research information, the
quicker we bridge the gap
between evidence and
practice.

• They would be recognised as active contributors of impact
research and continuous learning about sustainability.
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The future of sustainability data
Within the ISEAL Community, there is a strong push towards standardised
data and communicating collective impact. A variety of innovative
initiatives are underway - all designed to curate and use data and
information more creatively, efficiently, and effectively.
Broadly, the ISEAL Community is:
• Seeking to measure and communicate improvement at scale
(e.g., trialling of jurisdictional and landscape approaches, the
AccountabilityFramework, and thematic standards like Alliance for
Water Stewardship).
• Exploring ways to harmonise performance measurement for sector
transformation (e.g., Global Coffee Platform, Delta project, and
Cocoa Action Network).
• Trialling approaches to align and facilitate compilation of
community intelligence on key sustainability issues to support peer
learning, exchange, and uptake of best practice (e.g., SDGs, Living
Income Community of Practice, and Certification Atlas).

Creating a digitally
networked alliance

In a networked alliance, information
and data would be able to flow freely
and easily amongst network partners
based on unambiguous meaning
for common business concepts and
predetermined access and use rights.

Governments
Sustainability
systems

• Collaborating on strategic positions to amplify messages regarding
common thematic issues and results of sustainability systems,
helping to embed best practices in mainstream initiatives and
policies (e.g., Evidensia and coordinated policy engagement in
China and EU).
All these initiatives represent a trend towards deeper alignment and
increased data and information sharing within individual sustainability
systems, across the ISEAL Community, and in the broader sustainability
data and information ecosystem. The ISEAL Core Metadata Set can be a
foundational tool for these initiatives – an ISEAL Community asset that can
be collectively developed and improved over time.
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Wichtiger HINWEIS !
Innerhalb der Schutzzone (hellblauer Rahmen) darf
kein anderes Element platziert werden!
Ebenso darf der Abstand zu Format- resp. Papierrand
die Schutzzone nicht verletzen!
Hellblauen Rahmen der Schutzzone nie drucken!
Siehe auch Handbuch
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Standard
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